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Seismic DHI:
Seismic expression of gas bearing reservoir
Visualising a subtle DHI

- DHI very subtle (brightening, subtle flat spot)
- AVO also subtle
- overburden complex

+ rock properties consistent
+ reservoir present and limited thickness variation only
+ DHI horizon consistent
The conventional DHI: Structurally conformable amplitudes?
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From wedge model to **Common Top Depth stack**
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Deeper GWC than expected from dip closure: CTD stack quantifies faults seal
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Faults seal provides additional 53 m HC column
Every fault block a lead?
DHI evaluation: vintage data

existing wells (blind test)

- CTD stacks vintage seismic
  - correct (GWC within +/-30m)
  - inconclusive
  - incorrect

prospects

- very likely brine
- picked GWC likely
- inconclusive
- picked GWC very likely
Long cable seismic data delivers improved imaging

vintage data

long cable data

+ fault resolution
+ reservoir character
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....improved CTD stacks
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towards becoming a CTD stack interpretation expert

4 = dry
5 = inconclusive
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....towards becoming a CTD stack interpretation expert

4 = dry
5 = inconclusive
....the high confidence case

4 = dry
5 = inconclusive
....the high confidence residual gas case

1 = dry
2 = possible gas
3 = low confidence gas
4 = dry
5 = inconclusive
....the multiple choice case

4 = dry
5 = inconclusive
Conclusion

• Discoveries in SPB hint at significant HC volumes relying on fault seal

• State of the art seismic, improved imaging and underlying velocity model lead to
  • improved fault & reservoir definition
  • upgrade of the CTD stack quality
  • ....but multiples are a strong challenge
  • ....residual gas may lead to false DHI

• Integration is key: CTD stacks often enable visualisation of DHIs in SPB but no silver bullet.....
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